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The technologies for adipose tissue harvesting, processing, and transplantation have substantially evolved
in the past two decades. Clinically driven advancements have paralleled a significant improvement in the
understanding of cellular, molecular, and immunobiological events surrounding cell and tissue transplanta-
tion. These new mechanistic insights could be of assistance to better understand the mechanisms underlying
some of the observed clinical improvements. In addition to plastic and reconstructive surgical applications,
adipose tissue has become central to an increasing number of translational efforts involving adipose tissue-
derived progenitor cells. The growing interest in this area of research has resulted in the exploration of many
novel research and clinical applications that utilize adipose tissue grafting and/or progenitor/stem cell-
derived cell products obtained from this tissue source. Progenitor, endothelial, and mesenchymal stem cells
derived from adipose tissue could therefore not only be central to plastic and reconstructive surgery applica-
tions, but also become the focus of an array of therapeutic solutions for many disease conditions, such as
those affecting bone, cartilage, muscle, liver, kidney, cardiac, neural, and the pancreas, expanding the possi-
ble indications and translational potential of tissue, cell-based, and regenerative medicine strategies.
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INTRODUCTION fact, autologous fat grafts have been used successfully
for structural fat grafting in facial, lip, and hand rejuve-
nation and body contour improvement (7,8,18,20,38).Cellular therapies, stem cell and regenerative medi-

cine applications are rapidly evolving with advance- Initially, most investigators concentrated their attention
on fat, as autologous tissue, because of its ideal charac-ments in one area that can radically affect the under-

standing of the biological implications for another one. teristics as a soft tissue filler, which is also abundant,
readily available, inexpensive, host compatible, and canOne of the most intriguing fields of recent interest has

been that of adipose tissue-derived stem cells and their easily and repeatedly be harvested. However, in recent
years an increasing level of attention has been directedpotential for banking as an alternative or complement to

cord blood banking for several of the potential therapeu- towards progenitor/stem cell components, such as
MSCs, that are cotransplanted with the fat grafts.tic applications in which mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) could be used (6,11–13,31,32). While most re-
FACTORS AFFECTING ADIPOSEsearch and academic work has focused on tissue remod-

TISSUE ENGRAFTMENTeling and differentiation of MSCs into specialized so-
matic cell types to replace damaged organs and tissues Successful engraftment and long-term survival of

transplanted adipose tissue has progressively increased(3,5,15,34,40,41,48,53,56–59), a relatively lower level
of attention has been directed to emerging evidence the interest in structural fat grafting, as a safe, long-last-

ing, and natural-appearing method for soft tissue aug-from cosmetic, plastic, and reconstructive surgery. In
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mentation (9,10,21). However, one of the main concerns tially assumed that adipose tissue grafts played a “trig-
ger” role in the induction of host-derived tissue remodel-after fat grafting has been the potential high rate of tis-

sue resorption over time at the graft site, which may ing and cellular morphogenesis, in the absence of a
defined stromal and vascular fraction, fat grafts did notrepresent up to 70% of the initially implanted tissue vol-

ume. In addition, failure of engraftment and long-term result in successful long-term engraftment and tissue re-
modeling.survival of such a significant proportion of implanted

tissue is often not homogeneous, generating irregularit- These observations have progressively shifted the at-
tention and interest of the plastic and reconstructive sur-ies and tissue defects in the recipient (2,43). The most

acceptable explanation for posttransplant tissue absorp- gical community from the survival of the transplanted
mature adipose tissue components to the stem cell/pro-tion has been based on the Peer’s cell survival theory,

which states that the number of viable adipocytes at the genitor compartments and their proliferative, differentia-
tion, and tissue remodeling potential. Observations ontime of transplantation may correlate with ultimate fat

graft survival volume (35), but today we definitely know the migration and proliferative patterns in the microenvi-
ronment at the transplant site strongly suggest that therethat aspirated adipose tissue consists of two components:

lipid inclusion containing adipocytes and stromal cells is more to be learned in tissue remodeling and organo-
genesis following adipose tissue transplantation and that(47) containing a stem cell compartment, which under

certain conditions can differentiate into mature fat cells the focus should increasingly shift from the survival of
end-stage differentiated cells to an improved under-(14).

Even Coleman, back in 2006, stated that tissue har- standing of cell biology and tissue remodeling molecular
events, as well as the fundamental embryological andvesting techniques may damage more easily mature adi-

pocytes compared to immature progenitors such as pre- developmental processes associated with adipogenesis
(45).adipocytes (51). In addition, adipocytes could also be

more fragile and less resistant to ischemia revasculariza-
EVOLUTION OF THE TECHNIQUEStion injury following transplantation, resulting in a more
AND BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONSselective loss of mature cells in the posttransplant period

(14). If the adult fat cells survive the trauma of tissue Fat grafting transplantation techniques have essen-
tially changed during the last two decades from simpleharvesting and transplantation, within 4–8 days after im-

plantation they must became revascularized to access the free transfer of intact adipose tissue, which had a limited
success in the consistent replacement of lost volume de-proper supply of oxygen and nutrients required for long-

term survival (42,50,52). In contrast, progenitor cells fects, to free composite fat cell transplantation strategies
that, if properly executed, could have a high regenera-such as preadipocytes are more resistant to the trauma

of both liposuction and postimplantation ischemia-revas- tive potential for both simple volume replacement and/
or functional enhancement of recipient tissues.cularization injury, so they are more likely to selectively

survive the overall harvest implantation procedure. This After Coleman’s fundamental work in the early
1980s (9,10,21), aspirated adipose tissue transplantationis in part due to the fact that immature progenitor cells

have minimal metabolic requirements and can survive has gained reputation and consensus as the standard of
care and is commonly performed in three stages: (a) har-longer with minimal nutritional and oxygen require-

ments compared to mature adipocytes (55). vesting of adipose tissue from a suitable donor site (con-
sensus now exists on gentle manual 10-cc syringe aspi-Because of the above-described competitive advan-

tage of adipose-derived stem cells compared to the lipid ration) (36,54), with no significant differences observed
when the adipose tissue was obtained from differentfilled adult adipocytes, some investigators believe that

the major long-term effect of fat tissue transplantation subcutaneous donor regions (25,43); (b) purification of
the lipoaspirate to eliminate the acellular oily superna-may be related to the survival of the adipose-derived

stem cells that are cotransplanted within the stromal cell tant and excess solution (by decanting, gentle centrifug-
ing, or simple washing with saline or an appropriatefraction (37,51). Preadipocytes and adipose-derived

stem cells might very well represent the only tissue sur- physiologic solution); (c) reinjection of the purified fat
tissue through a three-dimensional reimplantation tech-viving transplantation, and the variability in the fre-

quency of progenitor cells between individuals may very nique, which creates multiple tunnels in the recipient tis-
sue that could be more easily vascularized. This concept,well represent a critical factor responsible for the vari-

ability observed in the long-term survival of fat grafts in our opinion, was the most important innovation in the
Coleman lipostructure technique (10).(10). Very recent experimental works have stressed the

relevance of donor tissue characteristics on the differen- Any variation of this original three-step technique
could have biologic implications from cellular composi-tiation potential of grafted adipose tissue preparations

(44,46). In fact, Stillaert suggested that while it was ini- tion at tissue harvest to the ability and tissue remodeling
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potential of the final cell product injected. Such modi- evant (49) and justify further analysis of the possible
relationships between recent improvement introduced infied techniques should be documented in the details and

the proposed changes discussed in view of long-term the technique of adipose tissue grafting (49) and the pos-
sible biologic implications in tissue remodeling.outcome results obtained. It should be kept in mind that

recent observations by Coleman (8) and several other Despite the overall good clinical results obtained us-
ing the classical Coleman technique, recent and ongoingsurgeons (4,16,17,23–25,27–29,39) already suggest a

role of stem cells and progenitors in the long-term tissue efforts aim at further improving the qualitative and
quantitative characteristics of the volume replacementremodeling effects observed following adipose tissue

grafting. In fact, it has been often observed that the qual- techniques utilized to optimize the long-term “biologi-
cal” effects. These technical modifications have been in-ity of the skin above the adipose tissue graft improved,

not only as a result of the filling effect of the grafted troduced sequentially and in a step-by-step fashion, of-
ten being developed in parallel between surgical teamstissue, but also related to a gradual qualitative improve-

ment in the quality of the skin itself, including softening in different parts of the world, but always with a very
empirical approach, often basing the clinical relevanceof wrinkles, decreased size of the pores, and improve-

ment in the pigmentation that could be observed over of the modifications introduced on outcome measures,
but with very little understanding of the biologic reasonsthe first year of postautologous fat tissue transplantation.

Interestingly, Coleman and others also observed an and mechanisms underlying the observed improved re-
sults.improvement in the quality of the tissues into which the

adipose cell products were implanted (7–9,23,25,27, A summary of empirical improvements derived from
clinical experience in hundreds of cases over the past37,49). With the increasing evidence suggesting a role

of fat grafting for the treatment of an increasing number decade (49) is outlined below. An initial methodological
consideration that was recently introduced consists in aof clinical conditions, from radiation damage and breast

capsular contracture to damaged vocal cords, chronic ul- transition from a single surgical session model to multi-
ple sessions, which allowed the introduction of smallercerations, and tissue engineering of bones, it is now of

critical and timely importance to carefully reexamine the volumes of transplanted adipose tissue that yielded the
best results, both in terms of final volume gainingpotential and implications of autologous fat grafting,

which appear to represent much more than the “filler” (23,49) and regenerative effects, which often appeared
paradoxical. In fact, some of the more striking clinicalconcept for which it was originally utilized. In fact, pro-

genitor/stem cell proliferation and differentiation could results have been obtained in conditions in which it was
possible to implant only minimal quantities of fat tissue,significantly contribute to the observed long-term effects

on tissue remodeling and may provide an explanation such as in patients with radiodermitic tissue, scars, and
ulcers. The fact that smaller tissue volumes could resultfor the therapeutic and healing effects of fat grafting (9).

Coleman and others have recognized the relative lack in improved clinical outcomes may be related to the im-
proved survival of the transplanted cell clusters, avoid-of understanding of the molecular mechanisms underly-

ing the observed clinical effects and positive long-term ing excessive densities of loading at the transplant site.
This could minimize posttransplant tissue necrosis andoutcomes. Some of the studies recently reported suggest

that the interaction between grafted adipose tissue and favor progenitor cell proliferation and migration in the
absence of an excessive inflammatory microenviron-tissues surrounding the transplant site could result in

triggering of direct or indirect repair mechanisms, which ment.
A second technical improvement has been related tocould involve angiogenesis and/or vasculogenesis (9).

Additional studies have identified a possible role of the the introduction of a smaller blunt cannula for adipose
tissue harvesting, with a surface area penetration that isplasticity between preadipocytes and macrophages, so

that at least a portion of the observed therapeutic effect less than 50%, compared to the traditional cannula used
by Coleman (2.0 vs. 2.8 mm diameter, respectively).could be attributed to an enhanced nonspecific immune

response to the autologous tissue grafted, which might This technical modification, which was originally intro-
duced to adopt a more gentle fat tissue harvesting tech-trigger the release of selected cytokines and growth fac-

tors that contribute to the recruitment of mononuclear nique, could also allow for a much faster postsurgical
recovery period. For example, a practical observationcells. All of these events may contribute to a more effi-

cient removal of damaged or dying cellular components, was that skin entrance holes of less than 2 mm diameter,
as obtained with this improved technique, do not requireenabling a more efficient outcome and long-lasting tis-

sue remodeling (9). any stitch for virtually scarless healing.
In addition to the scarless outcome, the previouslyAfter more than 10 years of extensive fat grafting in

several hundred aesthetic and reconstructive procedures, observed absence of significant differences in adipose
tissue characteristics between anatomical donor sites ofthe considerations outlined above appear even more rel-
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subcutaneous tissue allows for choosing donor sites for improved results following small needle injections of
adipose tissue cell clusters, which contain endothelialfat tissue harvest following the patient’s preferences

(e.g., cosmetic). Interestingly, also in this case a modifi- and progenitor/stem cells. Similar to the effect observed
in a cell-wounding assay in vitro (30), the needle tractcation of a procedure dictated for convenience, cos-

metic, or faster recovery period could also have pro- could be responsible for molecular events, such as a lo-
calized increase in free radical generation, which hasfound biologic implications, as the aspiration of adipose

tissue through a cannula that has less than 50% circular been shown to be associated with activation, prolifera-
tion, and migration of cells that could be associated withsurface of aspiration generates an adipose aspirate with

significant differences in the size distribution of the cel- tissue remodeling and repair mechanisms (19,30).
Therefore, a localized and transient inflammation couldlular clusters. This could, of course, have profound im-

plications for exposure of progenitor/stem cells, sur- be important to trigger remodeling and tissue repair, un-
like a chronic state of inflammation and/or generationvival, and posttransplant revascularization of the grafted

tissue. To further obtain a size reduction in the final adi- of preinflammatory cytokines, which is associated with
chronic degenerative disease conditions (22).pose tissue cell product to be used for clinical implanta-

tion, a gentle mechanical reduction of the aspirated frag- Another technically important consideration has been
to obtain almost complete removal of the oily compo-ments of adipose tissue has been recently obtained through

a special device that allows for the use of much smaller nent from the final adipose tissue preparation, through
multiple washing steps of the volume-reduced adiposeinjection blunt needles (21 gauge or less), therefore min-

imizing the resulting trauma at the receiving tissue site. tissue cell clusters, as the oily component could trigger
undesired inflammatory events (49). It is thought thatAs for the donor tissue harvest, this has allowed for a

faster recovery period and has often allowed for the pro- reduction of postoperative inflammation improves en-
graftment of the transplanted adipose tissue cell clusterscedure to be performed with minimal local anesthesia.

The use of smaller injection needles was initially in- (49). In addition, the use of sequential washing steps has
been demonstrated superior to centrifugation, as used introduced for practical and cosmetic considerations.

However, this technical improvement could also have the Coleman technique (10) for the presence of more
preadipocytes, a better cellular proliferation, and, abovesignificant biologic implications, as it has been observed

in other fields of cellular transplantation. In islet trans- all, overall better clinical results (26). The use of much
thinner implantation blunt needles for fat transfer there-plantation for treatment of diabetes, for example, it is

known that the size of the cell clusters and the density fore appears to improve engraftment of the transplanted
cell product as well as reduce the trauma and nonspe-of loading of the transplanted tissue could deeply affect

short- and long-term cell transplant outcomes, determin- cific inflammatory events at the recipient implantation
site. Moreover, injection of smaller quantities of adiposeing early inflammatory events, revascularization, and the

overall fraction of tissue that eventually successfully en- tissue appeared to facilitate the formation of a three-
dimensional network, which enhances the engraftmentgrafts. In fact, thinner strands of transplanted adipose

tissue resulted in a reduced postimplantation swelling of of the transplanted tissue. This led to the adoption of
blunt fine needles, which were initially developed onlythe grafted sites, which has consistently improved the

engraftment of the transplanted tissue (no failure of en- for injection of eyelids, for adipose tissue infusion in
other sites, thus allowing for achievement of signifi-graftment has been observed following over 200 proce-

dures performed with this method) (49). cantly less trauma and pain, and overall improved clini-
cal results.Because high efficiency in engraftment was ob-

served, it became preferable not to overcorrect the vol- These modifications of the technical procedure for fat
tissue grafting have now been clinically tested for sev-ume defect. In fact, it is now recommended to eventually

obtain the final desired filling effect in a second and eral years, during which performance of the three modi-
fied steps—gentle aspiration with a fine Mercedes can-final step procedure, which can be performed as early as

3 weeks following the initial procedure, as the stabiliza- nula, the reduction of aspirated fat particles, and finally
their washing with sterile saline before injecting the fattion of the grafted fat volume is generally observed in

less than 2 weeks (49). with a very fine blunt needle—has become the preferred
option in the clinical setting at our institution (49) andInterestingly, the improved results obtained by multi-

ple small tract injections performed with smaller needles elsewhere. The surgical procedure, although routinely
performed under local anesthesia on an outpatient basiscould also have an alternative explanation, in view of

recent evidence indicating that localized oxidative stress with no or very minimal sedation, is still a surgical pro-
cedure that must be performed in a sterile environmentis associated with triggering of cell migration and prolif-

eration, including endothelial cells (19,30). This phe- and proper surgical setting.
Finally, an unexpected finding observed in patientsnomenon could be responsible, in part, for the observed
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undergoing cosmetic procedures was that, a few weeks time in which the need for a therapeutic procedure may
arise. In this direction, adipose tissue banking could be-after a “regenerative lipostructure” of the face and/or of

the hands, the clinical results of treatments with Fraxel come a useful complement and, for many applications,
even an alternative to cord blood banking, especially forlasers seem to improve (Tremolada et. al, paper in prep-

aration). In addition, the beneficial effect of hyaluronic those subjects in which cord blood banking was either
not available or did not represent an option.acid fillers seems to be of much longer duration (Tremo-

lada et al. paper in preparation). These findings are quite
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSlogical and are supported by recent experimental evi-

In summary, the technologies for adipose tissue har-dence (1) suggesting that the positive interaction be-
vesting, processing, and transplantation have substan-tween transplanted adipose tissue and hyaluronic acid
tially evolved in the past two decades. Besides thesefillers may open the possibility to improve long-lasting
clinically driven advancements, substantial improve-results, even in conditions of fat depletion, such as in
ments in the understanding of cellular, molecular, andsome patients with HIV infections. In fact, in these sub-
immunobiological events surrounding cell and tissuejects a lack of sufficient donor adipose tissue has repre-
transplantation have opened new options for the defini-sented a significant challenge in the clinical setting
tion of novel therapeutic strategies. Adipose tissue has(Tremolada and collaborators; clinical trial in progress).
become central to translational research efforts aimed atSimilar considerations exist for patients who need breast
identifying novel pathways and to better define the truereconstruction but do not have enough donor fat tissue
potential of progenitor cellular components from this tis-to use for these purposes (Tremolada and collaborators;
sue source. This has resulted in an increasing interestclinical trial in progress).
in the exploration of many novel research and clinical

ADIPOSE TISSUE GRAFTS MEET CELL applications. Progenitor, endothelial, and mesenchymal
BANKING AND CELLULAR THERAPIES stem cells derived from adipose tissue could therefore

not only become central to plastic and reconstructiveOn the technical, cell processing side, a completely
surgery applications, but also represent the focus of anclosed disposable system for collecting the aspirate, re-
array of therapeutic solutions for several disease condi-duction of the adipose tissue particles, and effective
tions, including those affecting bone, cartilage, muscle,washing of the final tissue product is now under devel-
liver, kidney, cardiac, neural, and the pancreas, thereforeopment (Tremolada et al, manuscript in preparation) and
expanding the possible indications and translational po-could become of assistance for clinical transplantation,
tential of tissue, cell-based, and regenerative medicineas well as for other research and tissue banking applica-
strategies.tions. In fact, the possibility of obtaining viable adipo-
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